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’Root Out Violence,’ Pacifist Tells
Peace Union Audience in Talk

"Academic Freedom: What Kind dents, faculty and the public free
Do We Need? How Much Can We of charge.
Take?" will be the topic of a panel i Faculty members scheduled to
discussion by four SJS faculty’ take part are Dr. Mervyn Cadmembers at 12:30 p.m. today in wallader, assistant professor of soMorris Dailey auditorium.
ciology; Dr. Charles M. Larsen,
Sponsored by the college lecture assistant professor of mathematcommittee, the program was re- ics; Dr. William N. Mcflain. assistIra Sandperl. noted Palo Alto humanness of the thing. The sim- with the United States since 1914," quested by the committee on prin- ant professor of psychology, and
ciples of American democracy inl Dr. William It. Rogers, professor
pacifist, speaking on campus yes- ple dignity of a human being is he said.
and student ’ of education.
the basic point," according to the
"We have to make a break with response to faculty
terday made a double appeal to
Program moderator is Dr. Herbearded peace worker, "Never war," the staunch advocator of interest in forums dealing with
and
the
people
of the
his audience
vital Issues. It will be open to stu- bert R. Craig, assistant professor
treat anyone with anything less non-violence declared.
of speech.
world, "Root out the violence in than this and never let yourself
"We can’t unilaterally &caret
Panel members are expected to
ourselves and take a political ac- be treated less."
in a social and political vacuum."
give various different views on the
To make this transition from according to the pacifist, "but we
don."
topic, reflecting the areas they
Holding up as an example Mo- violence to non-violence, Sandperl have a weaponnon-violent action
specialize in. Their opinions are
similar
to
that
of
Gandhi."
recommended
as
a
start,
who
he
Gandhi,
20
labeled
minhandas
expected to cover the meaning of
as "The most important man of utes of quiet listening to the inner
academic freedom, its substance,
self
every
day.
To
know
yourself
the 20th century," Sandperl depurpose and scope. A question-and by
this
meditation
is
to find what
clared that we must break from
answer period will follow discusIs
really
universal
among manse-age savagery and follow In the
There was no bomb in Moulder
sion.
DR. MERVYN CADWALLADER
kind,
according
to the Palo Alto hall Sunday night, despite al
foesteps of Buddha. Jesus and
, Each speaker will be allotted
... from sociological view
teacher.
"After all that is the only phoned report which drew fire
Gandhi with a revolution of love.
(UPI1Senate!dnuinreinmitnhuetess75-mtoinfu/It’e^:pnrtoghris views ,
WASHINGTON
thing
that’s been said about hu- ’equipment, San Jose police and
Gandhi, he said, made a unique
ac- Craig, are to bring out ideas, awl
began their inquiry
contribution by living a life similar manity in the last 5000 years," SJS security officers.
to Dr. Craig. The remain - to encourage the audience to make
to Buddha and Jesus and bringing he commented.
But, police report, the bomb into the Billie Sol Estes case yes- ing time, approximately 30 min-1 their views known. This program
Going back to the history of search turned up two parking me- terday, calling as one of the first , utes, will be devoted to answering! is the Dist of what is hoped will
it in to politics. "Gandhi pitted
the human being against machin- other societies, Sandperl stressed ters, a "no parking" sign, a warns
develop into a regular campus
witnesses an Agriculture depart- questions from the audience.
ery and brutality." he said.
the point that one of the main ing-flasher and two patio lamps.
Aims of the program, said Dr.’ feat ure.
charged
who
has
employee
meat
"Be gave us the weapon of causes of decay and disintegration
Officers retrieved the city propnon-violence," Sandperl said. "The was over militarism. "War has erty and termed the 8 p.m. phone government favoritism toward the
Texas tycoon.
real meaning of non-violence Is the become the main preoccupation call a "prank."
First stages of the investigation
were held in the office of Sen.
ID-Ark.1
McClellan
John L.
chairman of the Senate’s special
Investigating subcommittee
Among those in on the session I
written by Herbert L. Hart, prowas N. Battle Hales, who was! What is "law?"
This question will be investi- fessor of jurisprudence at Oxford
transferred to a field post after
charging that the Agriculture de- gated by Dr. William Dusel. vice university.
"Professor Hart attempts to impart ment was partial to Estes in president of the college, tomorrow at the 12:30 book talk in prove on traditional definitions of
cotton allotment awards.
Twenty seven SJS students, in- of $100 each for out
work Richard Davis, industrial arts;
rooms A and B of the cafeteria. ; law and to distinguish it from the
The subcommittee scheduled al
cluding the outgoing and the new in one area of student government
Don E. McWilliams and William
related social concepts of coereS,e.
Dr. Dusel
begin, in his discussion.
session
to
afternoon
closed
ASH presidents, will be included were awarded to six students.
Wright, marketing; James T.
"The Concept of Law,"’ and morality," Dr. Dusel espies: the’ review
on
information
into
looking
Winners and their areas are: Roberts and Elizabeth O’Connell.
in Who’s Who in American ColHart is not concerned with
leges and Universities, it was dis- Mary Ann Fudge, freshman camp: mathematics; William R. Brown case. No witnesses were anplaining what "the law" is in
advance.
nounced
in
closed Sunday at the fifth annual Jur! Clark, Student Council; Sue and John A. Sans, military scirifle cases but rather what
reeognit ion banquet.
law" is in general, according to
Curia, orientation week; Gary ence and tactics; Mary Maloney
DEMOCRATIC WIHP
The banquet, held in Spartan I Olimpia. ASH attorney general; and Arlene Unemoto, nursing;
the vice president.
F:arlier, Democratic Whip Ile
cafeteria, is an annual event to! Bill Hauck, ASB vice president; Christine Farrow and Louise Sak- bert H. Humphrey urged the SenIn his book, Hart relies heavily
honor students who have contri- and Rod Diridon ASH treasurer. amoto, occupational therapy; Jac- ate not to become involved in the
on semantic analysis, rather than
concrete illustrations of legal cobuted outstanding service to the
Outstanding senior awards were queline N. Edelstein and Millard Estes investigation in its considerercive or moral behavior on tho
student body. Guests for Sunday’s presented by Dean of Students A. Gump, philosophy;
ation of President Kennedy’s farm
assumption that "a sharpening
Guy Gleason, physical educa- program requests.
affair were college division heads Stanley C. Benz to Linda Hardin.
awareness of words will sharpen
and administrative staff members, former Student Council member. tion; Richard Fish and Harlan S.
He made the plea as the Senour awareness of the phenomeincleding Pres. John T. Wahlgukt Ron Gerevas, former ASH vice McDaniel, physical science; ate prepared to take up its verplaced
on
5.14
men
TN./
non." Dr. Dusel added.
who spoke on "Achievement under president and Jur! Clark, Spartan Thomas Bruneau and Fred M.
sion of the President’s proposals. , official college probation last week
Freedom." theme of the banquet. Shields president and Student Karlsen, political science; Preston
The Minnesota Democrat con- for engaging in squinting. Tried
Homer and Pete Wolf, recreation;
Nlaster of ceremonies was ASP. Council vice chairman.
ceded that the Estes case probjudiciary, May I
president Brent Davis.
Department recognition was be- Bertram Graff, secondary educa- ably "will be part of the social before the ASH
both men admitted having entered
Students named for Who’s Who stowed on 48 students by ’26 col - tion;
environment in which the farm the sleeping porch of a sorority
Shalah Hand and Mary K. Kirk,
are: Sezanne Barton, Ron Birch’ lege departments. Winners by debill will be discussed." But he re- while being intoxicated and of
ant. Dennis C. Chambers, Jisi partments are: Edward J. Field. secretarial administration; Jerry
minded that the Senate was a climbing a balcony and looking in
Warren.
Carole
Be
and
Bono
Clark, Edythe. Cooper. president accounting: Charles G. Garrison,
,legislative rather than an inves- the window of another sorority
and
Malcolm
and
drama;
speech
Davis. Bernard T. Deasy, Rod Di-, aeronautics; Phillip J. Greeley and
tigative body.
I house on the night of April 4.
rides. Susan Doll, Ron Gerevas, paul E. Riffel, AFROTC; Daniel Stewart and Marilyn WandschneiWASIILNi;IFON ITI,
I In discussing the farm bill. I Squinting, according to the SJS
and
anthropology.
sociology
Barney Goldstein, Linda Hardin, N. F’ager. chemical engineering: der,
dent Kennedy asked Congress yesreporters
he
Tbimphrey told
:
girl’s
rooms
pair
is
into
looking
ASK president-elect Bill Hauck. ,John IL Caulfield and Houstos
oought the administration "Might , and talking to them. One student terday for an additional $210.84Xt.Patricia E. Hayes.
P. La.shus, civil engineering. Ar
quite well" in getting the Sen- I answered "it was more like goof- 000 for the Atomic Energy cone
Dale If. Heisinger. Linda .1. Lee Ramey, and Patsy ROSS,
mision next fiscal year, partly to
ile to restore some of its propobig off" when questioned by the
Bowe. Linda L. Lucas, Bernice A. raentary education; Salvador It o
sals cut out of the bill in com- judiciary if squinting was similar reimburse it for funds being spent
Mangseth, Sharon Brawley Me- tano. engineering; William Cal:
on its current test series.
mittee,
to peeping torn activities.
serve. Mary C. Ness’.Gary I. and Linley Jensen. English;
, The White Hisise said part of
notot pyLoonard
ESTES
SCANDAL
probe.
to
being
on
addition
In
Olinipis. John W. Olsen, Nancy
Goudarzy Khusrow and Anna C. chologist and social worker, will
the increase also would he used
Noting that the McClellan in- , tion for the current and fall seA. Reesink.
Mason, foreign language; Barbara speak at the annual Home Eces
"for the production iif atomic
was
subcommittee
dean
vestigating
Benz.
Stanley
mester, Dean
Patricia D. Ross, Ricardo Ti-i. Hamlin and Wiley Wilson, history; i nomics department banquet toweapons." Press Secretary Pie: re
on
the
hearings
closed
men
will
be
1
starting
of men, said that both
Carole A. Warren and Laura Cox Lindahl and Chris C. I morrow evening. His topic will be
Salinger declined to supply degrain-fertilizer scandal yes- required to work three hours a
Gory W(XICE
I Regnait, home economics: Francis ..The Importance of Home Eco- Estes
tails.
newsmen:
told
senator
. week for the college.
Meritorious service scholarshiPs’Illic k . Raymond Bruinelos and Jennies in Strengthing Family terday, the
The request also includes
is
investigate
"The best way to
The work according to Dean for design work on civilian at.,
Life."
to investigate in committee and Benz, "is to make the penalty a power reactors employing a cenThe psychologist has been acnot in the Senate. The McClellan continual reminder." Students will ter or "seed" of highly ent-iehed
ne in the Santa Clara Mental
committee is one of the best in have an opportunity to make a uranium surrounded by a "Blanilealth society and the American
Congress and will be given all the good record during their proba- ket" of natural uranium.
Association of Social Workers,
support possible. We should sep- tion.
Kennedy sought $120 million io
Santa Clara chapter.
Dean Benz said that the pro- reimburse the AEC for money bearate these two matters."
The banquet, at 6 in the faculty
The chairman of the committee, , bationary status becomes a per- ing taken out of its current budget
’lining room of the cafeteria, will
Sen. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.l. manent part of the student’s rec- for this country’s atmospheric
honor outstanding senior girls in
had announced earlier that he ord. The student’s parents "are tests in the Pacific. It was part
home economics, Scholarships will
planned some interviews Monday officially notified by registered of a $164.5 m i 1 lbo n item for
also be awarded.
morning followed by closed -door mail" of the administration’s ac- operating costs.
Faculty advisers for the protion he saId
testimony in the aftern...pi
ram are Mrs. Fern Wendt and
Mrs. Margaret Gylling. assistant
Professors of home economics, and
I ii’. Laurence Smntrian, professor
at child development and family
I
seat ionships.
FORMOSA TO ti I EPT RED REFUGEES;
TAIPEI. Formosa UPli -The Nationalist Chinese government
yesterday announced it will accept all Chinese Communist refugees
as ho want to come to Formosa from !long Kong. Authorities in the
Today is the deadline to obtain
British crown colony have cracked down recently on the flow of tickets for the English departAn organizational meeting for illegal refugees from Red China and have shipped thousands back. mones all -college theater party
rs’LENN GEORGE AND PRESIDENT JOHN T. WAHLOUIST
lie West Coast Nature school’s The formal announcement issued by Vice President Chen Cheng, vain t his Saturday to the Actors’ Nt"orkcollege
, presents $250 grant to
.iiiruner trip to Mammoth lake, Is also premier, set no limit on the number of refugees Formosa will shop production of "Henry IV" in
line 17-23, will be held Thursday accept. It said the Nationalist Chinese treasury will "Advance and San Francisco.
ti 5142 at 7:30 p.m.
appropriate funds required for the relief and resettlement of those
Special price of the tickets
Dr. Wayne Kartelinnr. professor refugees."
1$1 Si) for Saturday’s performanee
geology anti head of the school.
EUROPEANS CLAMOR TO LEAVE ALGERL%
Regular ticket price is $3.
aid that all students planning to
ALGIERS .Algeria (UPI) -Europeans jammed docks and air- ’ Students may obtain tick. ittend the Mammoth lake session ports Monday in a headlong nish to get out of Algeria. It appeared the English department off,-.
should attend the meeting to find to be the beginning of a long -expected mass exodus to France despite the faculty office building tins
p.m.
An Sts ssessit(- of le:SO. Glenn and !nether-in-law are also greats.’ nut what cooking grntip they will efforts of Secret Army Organization terrorists to stop it. The apparhe in.
ent flight of Europeans came as a police communique yesterday rePlaygoers may arranse the,
r;^stee, recently presented a $230 ate. of San Jose State.
Two other slimmer field trips ported that 12 persons were killed and 100 wounded Sunday when OAS own transportation or take ’
Looking hack to his college days.
semi for the Student Research
chartered Greyhound bus Ma:
George said that "enrollment was are also planned. Yosemite, June commandos shelled a Moslem area in Oran.
fellowship.
ROCKET BLASTOFF SET FOR THURSDAY
leave from the Admineor..,.,
78(5)." as compared to the present 24-30 and Asilomar, July 1-7.
The grant simulating to Mr. 16,000. "I really think that it’s , Dr. Kartehner said that regisCAPE CANAVERAL, Flit LIPP Informed technical sources buildIng 1 P.m SallIrdaY
Georp. may he used according to amazing," he added.
tration for all of the trips is still I expressed confidence yesterday that they could hold to the present
The round-trip hits far.
the college’s ne.eds. "I thought I’d
The Student Resenreh fellowship I open. Students wishing to register timetable to rocket astronaut M. Scott Carpenter into orbit Thursday Bus tickets may also hs
lister, that up to the states the will make It possible for faculty now for any of the sessions may , providing no new snags develop. Repairs to Carpenter’s Atlas booster in the English departms
fernier S.IS student said
rocket were clicking along smoothly and the weether was reported
"Henry IV" will be p.
members and graduate students to contact Mrs. Ruth Ellis in S127.
The West Coast Nature school Far better than at any time last week. Carpenter originally was in the Marines’ Memorial II,
A native of the an Jir.e area undertake joint research problems.
fellowships are pro- is an outdoor field program spon scheduled to be rocketed aloft May 13 but a series of difficulties with In San Francisco. Curtain tvnow in the taper distributing
hual- Funds for the
wired by SJS,
I scheduled for 2:30 pm_
I his space vehicle has caused tour postponements.
aPss George said that his wife vided by private organizations.
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’Root Out Violence,’ Pacifist Tells
Peace Union Audience in Talk
Ira Sandperl, noted Palo Alto
pacifist, speaking on campus yestenlay made a double appeal to
he audience and the people of the
world, "Root out the violence in
otuselves and take a political action."
Holding up as an example Mohandas Gandhi, who he labeled
as "The most important man of
the 20th century," Sandperl declared that we must break from
ice-ace savagery and follow In the
footsteps of Buddha, Jesus and
Gandhi with a revolution of love.
Gandhi, he said, made a unique
contribution by living a life similar
to Buddha and Jesus and bringing
it in to Wades. "Gandhi pitted
the human being against machinery and brutality," he said.
"Ile gave us the weapon of
non-violence," Sandperl said. "The
real meaning of non-violence Is the

humanness of the thing. The simple dignity of a human being is
the basic point," according to the
bearded peace worker, "Never
treat anyone with anything less
than this and never let yourself
be treated less."
To make this transition from
violence to non-violence. Sandperl
recommended as a start, 20 minutes of quiet listening to the inner
self every day. To know yourself I
by this meditation is to find what
Is really universal among mankind, according to the Palo Alto.,
teacher. "After all that is the only
thing that’s been said about humanity in the last 5000 years," I
he commented.
Going back to the history of,
other societies, Sandperl stressed.
the point that one of the main’
causes of decay and disintegration I
was over militaiism. "War has
become the main preoccupation

with the United States since 1914,"
he said.
"We have to make a break with
war," the staunch advocator of
non-violence declared.
"We can’t unilaterally dLsarrif
in a social and political vacuum,"
according to the pacifist, "but we
have a weapon----non-violent action
similar to that of Gandhi."

Bomb Scare
There was no bomb in Moulder
hall Sunday night, despite a
phoned report which drew fire
equipment, San Jose police and
SJS security officers.
But, police report, the bomb
search turned up two parking meters, a "no parking" sign, a warning-flasher and two patio lamps.
Officers retrieved the city property and termed the 8 p.m. phone
call a "prank "

27 Spartans Earn Slots
In Who’s Who Booklet
Twenty seven SJS students, in- of $100 each for outstanding work
cluding the outgoing and the new in one area of student government
ASH presidents, will be included were awarded to six students.
Winners and their areas are:
in Who’s Who in American Colleges and Universities, it was dis- Mary Ann Fudge, freshman camp;
closed Sunday at the fifth annual Jud Clark, Student Council; Sue
Curia, orientation week; Gary
recognition banquet.
The banquet, held in Spartan Olimpia. ASH attorney general;
cafeteria, is an annual event to! Bill Hauck, ASH vice president;
honor students who have rontri-1 and Rod Diridon ASH treasurer.
hued outstanding service to the , Outstanding senior awanis were
student body. Guests for Sunday’s ! presented by Dean of Students
affair were college division heads1Stanley C. Benz to Linda Hardin,
and administrative staff members. former Student Council member,
Including Pres. John T. Wahlquist Ron Gerevas, former ASH vice
who spoke on "Achievement under j president and Jud Clark, Spartan
Freedom." theme of the banquet. iShields president and Student
Master of ceremonies was ASB, Council vice chairman.
Department recognition was hepresident Brent Davis.
Students named for Who’s Who stowed on 411 students by 26 colare: Suzanne Barton. Ron Birch- lege departments. Winners by deare. Dennis C. Chambers. Jud partments are: Edward J. Field’
Clark, Edythe Cooper, president accounting; Charles G. Garrison.
Davis. Bernard T. Deasy, Rod Di- aeronautics; Phillip J. Greeley and
ridon, Susan Doll, Ron Geres’as, Paul E. Riffel, AFROTC; Daniel
Barney Goldstein, Linda Hardin. ; N. Eager, chemical engineering;
ASH president-elect Bill Hauck. !John It. Caulfield and Houston
Patricia E. Hayes.
P. Lashus. civil engineering, Ann
Irate. If. Ileisinger, Linda J. : Lee Ramey, and Patsy Roes, et,
levee, Linda L. Lucas. Bernice A. mentary education; Salvador It,
Mangseth, Sharon Brawley Me- tano. engineering; William Cale..
serve, Mary C. New, Gary L. and Linley Jensen. English;
Olimpia. John W. Olsen, Nancy ’ Goudarzy Khusrow and Anna C.
A. Reesink.
. Mason, foreign language; Barbara
Patricia D. ROSS, Ricardo Tri- Hamlin and Wiley Wilson, history;
mine,. Ca role A. Warren and Laura Cox Lindahl and Chris C.
Gary \Vowj.
Regnart, home economics; Francis
service scholarships flue k Raymond Bruington and

Richard Davis, industrial arts:
Don E. McWilliams and William
Wright, marketing; James T.
Roberts and Elizabeth O’Connell.
mathematics: William R. Brown
and John A. Sans, military science and tactics; Mary Maloney
and Arlene Unemoto, nursing;
Christine Farrow and Louise Sakamoto. occupational therapy; Jacqueline N. Edelstein and Millard
A. Gump, philosophy;
Guy Gleason, physical educelion; Richard Fish and Harlan S.
McDaniel, physical science;
Thomas Bruneau and Fred M.
Karlsen, political science; Preston
Homer and Pete Wolf, recreation;
Bertram Graff, secondary educetion;
Shalah Hand and Mary K. Kirk,
secretarial administration: Jerry
Bono and Carole Warren.
,
speech and drama; and Malcolm
Stewart and Marilyn Wandschneider, sociology and anthropology.

Noted Psychologist
Speaks Tomorrow
Leonard McConnell. noted psychologist and social worker, will
speak at the annual Home Economics department banquet tomorrow evening. His topic will be
"The imporemee of Home Economics in Strengthing Family
1.ife."
The psychologist has been ac;lee in the Santa Clara Mental
:lealth society and the American
Association of Social Workers,
Santa Clara chapter.
The banquet, at 6 in the faculty
dining roam of the cafeteria, will
honor outstanding senior girls in
home economics. Scholarships will
Also be awarded.
Faculty advisers for the pro:ram are Mrs. Fern Wendt and
vire Margaret Gylling, assistant
terafessors of home economies, and
Dr. Laurence Smardan, professor
of child development and family
relationships.

Planning Session
Set for Thursday
GLENN GEORGE AND PRESIDENT JOHN T. WAHLQU1ST
presents $250 grant +0 college
.

Spartan Alum Presents Grant
For Student Research Fund
An SJS graduate of 1930 Glenn
(;^elge, recently presented a $250
zrant for the Student Research
fellowship.
The grant ,according to Mr.
George. may he used according to
the college’s needs. "I thought I’d
leave that tip to the state," the
former SJS student said.
A native of the San Jose area,
now in the liquor distributing litheness. George paid that his wife 1

and mother-in-law are also gradu.
ales of San ,Iree State.
Looking back to his college days,1
George said that "enrollment was
TRW" as compared to the present
160Ist "I really think that it’s
amazing," he added.
The Student Research fellowship
wtll make it possible for family
members and graduate students to
undertake joint research problems
Funds for the fellowships are !naiVilled by private organizations.

lona meeting for
he West Coast Nature school’s
summer trip to Mammoth lake,
June 17-23, will be held Thursday
-it S142 at 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Wayne Kartchner. professor
of genlogy and head of the school,
said that all students planning to
attend the Mammoth lake session
should attend the meeting to find
nut what cooking group they will
he in.
’Two other summer field trips
are also planned. Yosemite. June
24-30 and Asilornar. July 1-7.
Dr. leartchner said that registration for all of the trips is still
open. Students wishing to register
now for any of the aettsiene may
el-intact Mrs. Ruth Ellis in S127.
The West Coast Nature echoed
is an outdoor field progrnm von wired by SJS.

"Academic Freedom: What Kind dents. faculty dad the public fres
Do We Need? How Much Can We of charge.
Take?" will be the topic of a panel! Faculty members scheduled to
discussion by four SJS faculty’l take part are Dr. Mervyn Cad members at 12:30 p.m. today in, wallader, assistant professor of so.
Morris Dailey auditorium.
ciologe: Dr. Charles M. Larsen,
Sponsored by the college lecturelassistant professor of mathematcommittee. the progiam was re-! ice; Dr. William N. Mellain. assist.
quested by the committee on prin- ant professor of psychology. and
ciples of American democracy in Dr. William R. Rogers, professor
response to faculty and student of education.
interest in forums dealing with
Program moderator is Dr. Hervital issues. It will he open to stu- bert R. Craig, assistant professor
-- - .1 speech.
Panel members are expected to
give various different views on the
topic, reflecting the areas they
, specialize in. Their opinions are
expected to cover the meaning of
lacademic freedom, its substance,
purpose and scope. A question-and Ianswer period will follow discussion.
Each speaker will be allotted
WAS) II NGTON I: PI p - Senate’ nine minutess to present his views.
acinvestigators began their inquiry cording
to Dr. Craig. The remaininto the Billie Sol Estes case yes- inc time, approximately 30 minterday. calling as one of the first utes, will be devoted to answering
witnesses an Agriculture depart- questions from the audience.
program, said Dr.
ment employee who has charged ’ Aims of the
government favoritism toward the
TeXaS tycoon.
First stages of the ineestigation
were held in the office of Sen
/
ID-Ark ,
John L. McClellan
chairman of the Senate’s specie’
investigating subcommittee
Among those in on the session
What is "law?"
was N. Battle Hales, who was
This question will he investitransferred to a field post after
charging that the Agriculture de- gated by Dr. William Dusel, vice
partment was partial to Estes in president of the college, tomorrow at the 12:30 book talk in
cotton allotment awards.
The subcommittee scheduled a I rooms A and B of the cafeteria,
In his discussion. Dr. Dusel will
closed afternoon session to begin ’
review "The Concept of Law,"
looking into information on the
ease. No wi t rmsses vvere anflounced in advance.

Inquiry Begun
By Senators
On Estes Case

WILLIAM N. McBAIN
.. cc rs psychology are,

DR. MERVYN CADWALLADER
from sociological vie..

DR

Craig, are to bring out ideas, and
to encourage the audience to make
their views known. This program
is the fiist of what is hoped
develop into a regular tee.,
featuie.

*Pt.’

D r. Dusel To Define
k T lk
’ L aw in Booa

DEMOCRATIC WHIP
Earlier, Democratic Whip Ile.
bete II. Ilomphrey urged the Ser.ate not to become involved in es
Estes investigation in its consider,
at Ion of President Kennedy’s farn.
program requests.
He made the plea as the Senate prepared to take up its version of the President’s pro_ornar_ls.
The Minnesota Democrat conceded that the Estes case prob.-1
!ably "will be part of the social,
environment in which the farm
hill will he discussed." But he reminded that the Senate was a
legislative rather than an investigative body.
In discussing the farm bill.
Humphrey told reporters he
thought the administration -Might
10 quite well" in getting the Senate to restore some of its proposals cut out of the bill in committee.
ESTES SCANDAL
Noting that the McClellan inwas
vestigating
subcommittee
’ starting closed hearings on the
. Estes grain-fertilizer scandal yesterday. the senator told newsmen:
"The hest way to investigate is
, to investigate in committee and
I not in the Senate. The McClellan .
Icommittee is one of the best in
Congress and will be given all the
support possible. We should separate these two matters."
The chairman of the committee.
Sen. John L. McClellan iD-Ark.).
had announced earlier that he
planned some interviews Monday
morning followed by closed -door i
testimony in the afternoon,

Squint Pair
G s L ab or
Probation
eI

t week
n
official cSnIlglegmeeprilobawetTonplai7eci
for engaging in squinting. Tried
before the ASH judiciary. May I
s. men admitted having entered
hot.
the sleeping porch of a sororie
while being intoxicated and cif
climbing a balcony and looking in
the window of another sorority
house on the night of April 4.
Squinting, according to the SJS
pair is looking into girl’s rooms
and talking to them. One student
answered "it was more like goofing off" when questioned by the
judiciary if squinting was similar
to peeping tom activities.
In addition to being on probation for the current and fall semester, Dean Stanley Benz. dean
of men, said that both men will be
required to work three hours a
week for the college.
The work according to Dean
Benz, "is to make the penalty a
continual reminder." Students will
have an opportunity to make a
good record during their probe tion.
Dean Benz said that the probationary status becomes a perthe student’s nee manent part
ord. The student’s parents "are
officially notified by registered
mail" of the administration’s ac tion, he said.

written by Hf:rbert L. Hart. professor of jurisprudence at Oxford
university.
"Professor Hart attempts to improve on traditional definitions of
law and to distinguish it from the
related social concepts of coercion
and morality," Dr. Dusel explained
Hart is not concerned with e5plaining what "the law" is in ...
cific eases but rather what
law" is in general, accot ding
en
the vice presidt:
In his book, Hart relies heavily,
on semantic analysis, rather than
concrete illustrations of legal coercive or moral behavior on thn
assumption that "a sharpening
awareness of words will sharpen !
our awareness of the phennmen"f1 ’’ Dr Ousel added

Kennedy Requests
Congress To Boost
Next AEC Budget

DR. WILLIAM

R. ROGERS
;acuity panelist

Reed Sale
w e nesday
1,/

d

Sales begin tomorrow for Reed,
the college literary magazine, according to Dr Jeanne Lawson, associate profes,er of English and
faculty advisu :. to the student pubI ice tion.
Work by both student artists
and writers will Ire featured in the
magazine. said Dr. Latz-son,
The 44 -page publication will cost
’IS cents.
A large l’IUMber of students submitt’s’, work for Reed. Dr. Lawson
said.
She added that more material
scas turn,s1 in than Wati used.
f;:litor nf P,r11 is Roy Hamilton,
a senior English majer. Vic Harlow
IS art editor.
The vi::’?’ vie iv II Ile sold at
useerie leeat lens: the enienee te the ,’...fit,r1a, the library
;.atio. Spi::::in heekstere. the Innner Quid in trent of Morris Dal ii’) il,:11’1,,r,1111. and the southeast
eie-rwr oi the Journalism building
where the wcil:s from Seventh at.
and tile
intersect-

I’’’. .17’11
(lent Kennedy asked Congress yesterday for an additional $210,800.000 for the Atomic Energy corn musical next fiscal year, partly to
reimburse it for funds being spent
on its current test series.
The White House said part of
the increase also would he used
"for the production of atomic
weapons." Press Seeirtary Pie; re
salinger declined to supply details.
The request also includes fund,
for design work on civilian at
power reactors employing a
ter or "seed" of highly euriclusl
uranium surrounded by a "fll’17:ket" of natural uranium
the trophy
Kennedy sought $120 milli...
reimburse the AEC for money be- preseniedA Imerv-iltural council
ing taken out of its current budget for the best de-corated booth at
s Internatinnal bazaar in
for this country’s atmospheric
Quad
tests in the Pacific. It was part
:inun Richards, foreign
of a $164.5 m ii lion item for
presented the
:1,1%
S111(10111
. operating costs.
trophy to lir E.,..incis Penn,
of foreign Ian to the ’sinning
11..nor’attli nl’’nt ion prizes
V1,11,
V1,11011 club and the In1,th
d.:in
FORMOSA TO ACCEPT RED REFUHEES
The %, nom,: bow h featured a
TAIPEI. Formosa (UPI) -The Nationalist Chinese government
p.tper canopy, gold
yesterday announced it will accept all Chinese Communist refugees
an I blic sire:inter.
foil .v:11.
who want to come to Formosa from Hong Kong. Authorities in the
, 1 Inn concession
flow
on
the
of’
recently
down
cracked
colony
have
tickets
for
the
English
departl’"p
British crown
thousands
back.
have
shipped
Red
China
and
Illegal refugees from
ment’s all -college theater part The formal announcement issued by Vice President Chen Cheng, who this Saturday to the Actors’ \Vols.
Formosa
will
Is also premier, set no limit on the number of refugeee
shop production of "Henry IV" in
accept. It said the Nationalist Chinese treasury will "Advance and San Francisco.
appropriate funds required for the relief and resettlement of those
Special price of the tickets m II
i
Tndas we feature the
refugees."
$1.30 for Saturday’s performance- IN
mat ,.nit In sweaters.
P,egtilar ticket price is $1_
EUROPEANS CLAMOR’ TO LEAVE ALGERIA
II
one that %till make yno
ALGIERS ,Algeria oUrli European’. jammed dock’, and airStudents may obtain ticket . In
look like Palmer or im
ports Monday in a headlong rush to get out of Algeria. It appeared the English department office in 11 Player 0 V ’fl If y our Mil
to be the beginning of a long-expected mass exodus to France despite , the faculty office W itting u ntil
swinging Is of a differefforts of Secret Army Organization terrorists to stop it. The appar- 3 p.m
ent sort ft R/ Vs Ile%
ent flight of Europeans came as a pollee communimic yesterday rePIa,sgoors may arrange the,: II
asith
rardlZall
ported that 12 persons were killed and 100 wounded Sunday when OAS OW 11 transportation or take the
tell -shaped golfers
commandos shelled li Moslem area in Oran.
eharterecl Greyhound bus that st
111
%oft, light I.-.’’. n
ROCKET BLASTOFF SET FOR THURSDAY
leave from the Administration 11
n eight and comfort
CAPE CANAVERAL, Elm. I UPI t Informed technical sources building 1 p.m. Saturday .
Is a self, thin
expressed confidence yesterday that they could hold to the present
’fhe round-trip
u
bus fare n S’
tin. !dark, green
timetable to rocket astivinant M. Scott Carpenter into orbit Thursday Bus tickets may also he oh’
supt.r/Chitrge the Int.
providing no new snags develop. Repairs to Carpenter’s Atlas booster , in the English &par-linen’
it Just 311,511
rocket were clicking along smoothly and the weather was reported ! "Henry IV" will be perform.
0
far better than at any time last week. Carpenter originally was ;in the Marines’ Memorial theseV
ROOS
scheduled to be rocketed aloft May 15 but a series of difficulties with itn San Francisco. Curtain time
his space vehicle has caused tour postponements.
I scheduled for
pot
IN SAN JOSE

Russ;an Club Wins
Trophy for Booth

’Henry IV’ Theater

world wire

Party Reservations
To S.F. Due Today
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Thrust and Parry

World’s Fair in Sea ttle
A Report by SJS Coed
Editor’s Note: This is the
series of articles on the World s Fee
in Seattle by Sandra D31. senior English major. Miss Dill arrived at the
fair Thursday and returned to San
Joss Sunday evening.
By SANDRA DILL
WORLD’s FAIR. Seattle-- If
I aasirt sure that I was in
Seattle I would swear that it
was San Francisco. The two
cities are very much alike. Both
are on the water, hilly and cosmopolitan.
We had breakfast at the
Checkerboard cafe on Broadway
(near the fair and good food!)
the morning after our arrival.
I asked only one question and
was deluged with information
from all sides. The people seem
anxious that fair visitors should
see some of the sights that
Seattle has to offer throughout
the year.
NOT CROWDED
Parking at the fair is a cinch
for anyone who has had any experience parking around San
Jose State. Right now the fair is
Out crowded. I felt sad as we
passed through the Plaza of the
States where the official band
was playing, for though it was
excellent, the spectators were
few.
At times it doesn’t seem
crowded or alive enough to be a
real fair. The only place that
can be described as busy is the
Space Needle where there’s al- .
ways a line waiting to go to the
top.
There are all forms of transportation within the fair itself,
The most important, however,
is your own footwork. To keep
this serviceable throughout a
long day, the fair is supplied
with automatic foot massagers
’They’re terrific! I was going
to be fashionable and wear good
shoes until I saw the map of
the fair; I ended up in sneakers.
I saw more than one person
usually female in hieh heels)

painfully limping along.
The Mono-rail is the most
celebrated of the lair’s transportation facilities. Even if you
drise tu the fair, a round-trip
on the Mono-rail is well worth
your while. Not only efficient
speed-wise but It is also almost
all doors so that loading and
unloading is no problem.
The most exciting ride ls on
the cable cars which go from
one corner of the fairgrounds to
the other. These are little cabins
(room for two) which hang from
a cable strung high over the
fair.
SHEPARD’S PARENTS
We brushed sleeves with fame
of a sort when visiting the Nationai Aeronautic and Space Ad.
ministration ’NASA( exhibit
where the parents of Astronaut
Alan Shepard were being photographed as they looked at the
replica of their son’s space capsule. Both Great Britain and
Canada followed this same space
achievement and progress theme
in their exhibits. Britain’s display was especially well done.
One of the most popular
shows, probably because of the
bad publicity it has received
from the local officials, is "Back
Stage, U.S.A." It was closed
yesterday because of the "indecent exposure of the participating personnel." Today, however,
it reopened with what the manager called "a new attitude."
The line to the show rivals that
to the Space Needle in length.
The Space Needle is visible
from the main part of the city,
but when you are on the fairgrounds, you are hardly aware
of its presence. Tall and narrow,
unless you make a point of look ing up often you forget that it
it there.
At night, however, when the
flame from the top shows up
against the dark sky, its presence cannot be ignored. Then it
is a magnificent monument to
the 1962 World’s Fair in Seattle.

Prof To Lead Talk at London Confab
Franklin J. Agardy, assistant
professor of engineering, has accepted an imitation to lead a
formal discussion of a paper on
anaerobic fermentation at the
International Conference on Water Pollution Research in London Sept. 3-7.
Agardy plans to fly to Switzerland around the ninth of August to begin a three-week tour
of Europe prior to the London
conference. He intends to travel
in France, Austria, Italy and
Switzerland.

The general subject of Professor Agardy’s talk will be nutrient requirements and solids
accumulation in anaerobic digestion, and stimulation of acetate
utilization by methane-forming
.bacteria.
Specifically, the engineering
professor will discuss the application of the Michaeli-Menten
catalyzed equation as a model
representative of the reaction
kinetics of anaerobic fermentation systems.

DISCOUNT
per
2c & 3c gal.
Ethyl
92+ Octane Reg. 100+ Octane
Examples of year -around oil pr;ces:
Shell X-100, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 38c
qt. can 50
Castrol
100% Eastern Bulk
qt. 1 9st
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
$1.29
Cigarettes
package 22

PURITAN OIL CO.
441, & Williams

6th

PRE YIN

& Keys

10th & Taylor

4
PLAYS

GERSHWIN
Andre Previn Plays and Conducts

The Music of George Gershwin
FEATURING
=a
A 50-PIECE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
AND HIS TRIO
SUNDAY, MAY 27 8:30 P.M.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

TICKETS $4 $0. 53 50. 52.50, lax Inc
CY 5-0888
Ste. Claire Hotel
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Editor’s Note: Thrust and Pe,ry lettrs. beceus of spate imitations, will
be limited to a masimurn of 300 words.
Letters sceeding this amount either
will not be printed or will be edited
to conform to length. The editor also
re
the right to edit letters to con-

to rtyle and good taste. Letters
ef personal attacks will not be printed. All letters must include the writer’s

firm

evatare and AA number.

Student Protests
Budget Action
us: Wedriesday oi last week,
a gentleman named Bill Hauck

helpfully
thi.- iwitui
1,
identifies as the student body
vice president- made a statement that vibrates the pillars of
logic What Mr. Hauck said, in
effect, was this. Because there
seems to be a conflict between
the Spartan Daily and Brent
Davis. who, as all good Spartans know, is student body
president (whatever that means’,
in that Mr. Davis believes the
paper is being coerced by faculty
pressures, it is therefore the

Tito-Kremlin Relations
Headed for Improvement

AN UNUSUAL VIEW of the Space Needle hides the revolving
restaurant on top. Sandra Dill, senior English major, spent almost
four days at the fair taking in the various displays and shows.
-pews 1. Teethe DUI

wwwwwwwwet
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By JOHN FARMER
HOW NOT TO CAMPAIGN (IN ONE EASY LESSON)
Politics being what they are, I haven’t ventured into that facet
of student life, except to cast an occasional ballot.
But when electioneering interferes with my opportunity to cast
a ballot undisturbed, I get a little upset.
While on my way to vote Thursday afternoon, I clashed with
representatives of a campus political party. They stood near the
voting booths, campaigning via voice and printed leaflets.
As a result of the little incident I had a problem. The solution
was to leave my ballot almost as "white" as it was before the voting.
PLEASE, DON’T RECOMMEND
It was the electioneering within a few feet of the voting booths
that made me mad. I might support SJS’ "FIRST" campus political party, but not when they threw arguments at me just a few
feet from the polls.
When I started pacing off the distance between the voting
booths and the electioneering, the politicians began to buzz like
a hive of disturbed bees.
One student politician wanted to know if I was from the election board. He refused to give his name or party, but leaflets are
a very good indication.
MY OPINION IS LWPORTANT
In my view (and the little leaflet said "your opinions are int:.
portant") these kinds of political tactics are more than just bad
taste. Something here seems illegal.
I’m not against active student politics; but I am against attempts to influence my vote moments before I step into the booth.
Usually I decide upon whom to support before I go to the polls.
If this is true of other students, then campaign tactics such as
electioneering near the voting booths would be ineffective.
The only thing such tactics accomplish is to alienate the inteWgent voters on campus, those who have given careful consideration
to the candidates and the issues.
Voting is not made up of "spur" of the moment decisions.
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Students Present
Organ Program
Contemporary organ m us i c
will be presented by three students at today’s 1130 a.m, survey of music literature class in
Concert Hall
Performers are Barbara Dommeyer, Suzanne Ruth, Jean
Adams and Mary Abu-Saba.
They are students of Richard
Jesson, associate professor of
music.

Famous Opera in English

riterd as second class matter April
E4, 1934, at San Jose, California, an

Big Auto
hasnaes Sayings Announced
men or./
Women and married
or a
lets $13 dividend.

AID FROM WEST
American aid, both military
and economic, has totaled more
than $2 billion, and his trade
with the West is twice that of
Yugoslav trade with the Communist bloc. It is unlikely that

he now seeks to endanger either
the trade or the aid.
Tito is neither a member of
The Soviet -led Warsaw military
pact nor is he invited to summit sessions of the Communist
leadership.
These conditions probably will
remain, if only because Tito will
not surrender the independence
which led to his original break
with the Kremlin nor abandon
his declared policy of neutrality
which has paid off so well.
On the other hand, when
IChrushchev said the two countries saw almost eye-to-eye on
questions of foreign policy, he
really was saying little new.
Tito always had made clear he
is a Communist and dedicated
to a Communist world.
SOVIET VIEW
He has supported the Soviet
position on Berlin and on immediate and total disarmament.
He openly sympathized with the
Communist decision to break the
voluntary test ban on nuclear
weapons and his neutrality always has been on the side of the
Soviets.
It is unlikely that Khrushchev
ever can carry his de-Stalinization program to the extent of
approving Tito’s independent
brand of communism. But their
conununite of interests broadens
so long as both come under the
ideological fire of Red China
and the Soviet boycott of Albania continues.
Economically, Yugoslavia’s
difficulties can be more simply
stated.
Industrialization, under conditions of forced growth, had produced a gratifying increase its
national product for seven
years. But in a speech at Split
on Adriantic, Tito confessed
that "onions have now become
dearer than gold."
He blamed lax and profiteering managers and declared a
new austere y for Yugosi-r it.
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Editor:

Professor Lee (Thrust and
Parry, May 17) seems convinced
that any prediction of biological
damage by nuclear fallout "simply cannot be supported by the
evidence available," and therefore Dr. Pauling’s estimates are
nothing more than conjecture,
exaggeration and propaganda.
However, it is not conjecture
to say that any amount of radia.
lion does, in fact, do harm to our
genetic pool. Estimates have
been made by many persons
other than Dr. Pauling, and
though these estimates are not
quite so high as Isis, they are
impressive.
One example is that of James
Crow, a geneticist. His estimates for worldwide mutations
as the probable result of the
1958 tests, is 20, 000. Add to
this the Russian tests of 1961
and our tests of 1962, and we
accumulate an impressive number for genetic mutation. alone.
Then add to these figures the
somatic effects of radiation as
listed by the Federal Radiation
Council: leukemia, precancerous
lesions, neoplasms, cataracts
and effects on growth and the
figures for estimated damage
continue to grow.
A biophysicist, Walter R. Guild,
estimates that from the Russian 1961 tests we can expect
from 150 to 500 consequent
deaths from leukemia, in the
United States alone. We can
now begin to add to these e, mates those figures which vs..
result from our tests this year.
And then to these, those estimates which will one day be
based on the future nuclear
tests to be conducted by China
It does not take a great deal
of imagination to realize that
Dr. Pauling’s estimates, seen today as exaggeration and propaganda, might very well be tomorrow’s rue.
D. H. Mixon
Ash A12901
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By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Back in 1948, disowned by the
Kremlin and out of sheer economic necessity, Marshal Josip
Bruz Tito of Yugoslavia turned
to the West for help,
This week, as he approaches
his 70th birthday, Friday, May
25, Tito still was having his
economic troubles but his relations with the Kremlin were on
the upswing on the word of no
less an authority than Nikita
Khrushchev.
Last month, Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko visited Tito in Yugoslavia and the
two later reported their conversations had been "constructive."
On May 1, new Soviet -built
tanks appeared in the May Day
parade.
In Soviet-Yugoslav relations
both were firsts. After a brief
honeymoon following the death
of Stalin, relations chilled again
as result of Soviet handling of
the Hungarian revolt and no
top Russian had visited Yugoslavia since. No Russian military
aid had been sent to Yugoslavia
since the break with Stalin in
1948.
In the intervening years, Tito
has attempted to have the best
of both the Communist and
Western worlds.

duty of council to coerce its
paper -by holding up their lass
et- until such a time as Es, .
are no longer coerced.
One need nut be a trailed
logician to recognize the duldou.s
logical nature of that statement
I would suggest that since the
student government has
been
given this one meaningful
n
itgnul
ofo
approving
the Dadye,
budget -that they not abuse it
so blatantly.
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Dark Future Ahead
For Brasilia Project
By FREDERICK M. Wirssiti?
United Press International
The 20th century has been an
New
PVc of planned cities Delhi, Canberra. Chandigarh, Islamabad- but Brasilia is the
most ambitious project of them
all and the one with the most
dubious future. For the wenn:meted tourist the new capital
of Brazil is a "must," ranking as
the eighth wonder of the Mod-

Brazil from humid Rio de Janeiro on the coast has been a
Bsazilian dream for 150 years.
But few government bigwigs or
their wives want to leave their
Usurious Rio life to live in a city
without beaches, clubs and nightlife.
It’s a good idea to start your
sightseeing in the teeming
shanty town that housed the
city’s pioneer residents --t he eonstruction workers. This scab on
the face of the world’s most
modern city is gradually being
torn away, but its Wild West
appearance still has a certain
picturesqueness. Now let your
guide drive you into the city,
via cloverleaves and underpasses that completely eliminate the
old-fashioned intersection.
The main attraction is the
Plaza of the Three Powers, the
focal point of architect Oscar
Niemeyer’s much -photographed
government buildings which look
like a preview of the 1964 New
York World’s Fair.
Niemeyer’s masterpiece is the
Palace of Dawn, official but
rarely used residence of President Joao Goulart, who prefers
a farm near Brasilia. You can
obtain special permission to
tour this graceful of ruct tire
which seems to spring from its
gardens on grasshopper legs of
white marble.

ern WOrld.

Brasilia, created try former
eosident Juicelino Kuhitschek
to fulfill a campaign premise, is
editor Brazil’s greatest fully or
Is greatest glory. It is only five
years old and another decade or
so will provide the answer. Almost all work on its construction
has come 1,, a halt.
There are a number of reasons
shy the fLitire of this city of
"4000 is dark. It cost Brazil
inure than $1 billion to get it
started money borrowed from
many source’s anti literally manufactured at the mini. It has
t.elpeci bring the biggest and
richest country in South America to the brink of financial dis,ster. The present government
,es not seem interested in risk se; more money on its construet stn.
The idea of moving the capital
and eventually industry -to
the more temperate interior of
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-Oh My Darling Clementine’.
will open tonight’s 8:15 Concert
Hall recital by the University
of the Pacific’s Beta Pi chapter
of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, national music fraternity.
A 13-piece wind ensemble,
conducted by Edward Rainbow,
will perform the opening selection,
Tonight’s recital is the first
music exchange SJS has ever
held with another school, according to Glenn Nourish, publicity chairman of SJS’ chapter
of Phi Mu Alpha.
A prreieve of the forthcoming
SJS production of Mozart’s opera "Don Giovanni" will be presented by tenor Bruce Browne,
who will sing "II miu Tesoro."
Accompanied by pianist ’Paul
Switsler, Browne will also sing
"ReIn genlisco" Irofil
quiem."
An original processional writ -

Ic
SUE DAVIES (cenier) of Alpha Phi received the Sigma Phi Epsilon Queen of Hearts trophy during Saturday night’s annual ball
held in Sacramento. Attending the queen are (left) Elane Brinker
of Kappa Kappa Gamma and (right) Gloria Ferrari of Gamma
Phi Beta.

Automatic Parking Gate
Retains Human Element
By
.1.11 IBM innFirst
s:sines to speed up registration.
I
.1.
,
king one

Foreigners Taught
Patriotism on Discs
Its JosEPH FINNIGAN
HOLLYWOOD I UPI) -A Hollywood businessman with a
sense of patriotism is producing
record albums which he says
will teach aliens the American
way of life and help them become citizens of this country.
Bill Lockhart, an Irishman
who came to the United States
in 1947 and was naturalized six
years later, has cut his "This is
America" album on the Willock
The album consists of two
records totaling 80 minutes’
playing time. Featured is a narration on American history, the
flag, Constitution, Bill of Rights
and a summary of departments
and levels of government.
Lockhart said the album was
produced for the benefit of people who enter this country and
have diffienIty getting citizenship parte I’S.
"I started thinking how many
people who ate coming into this
country. as aliens would like to
’wormy citizens." Lockhart said.
"I realized then" must be a lot
of them who can’t attend school
for citizenship classes. I also
thought about those who are
Lockhart estimated that for
every immigrant who comes to
the United States. "we have five
,s 10 waiting to come in."
"I figured this would be a won opportunity for them to
,rn the American way cif life
a tile waiting," he said. "Most
of them understand English."
When the records were completed, Lockhart. believed his
sales potential would he among
alien groups. But Americans
bought more albums than noncitizens.
"Strangely enough," Lockhart
-while this album was de. sned for immigrants, Ameriis are buying it in greater
.ewne ion than the immigrants."
I seek hart also offers his record
le educators and patriotic
groups. The tritium costs $5.98
but he’s lowered the price for
youth eemps an,l veteran organizations.
Lockhart. a former insurance
inan, hopes to make his living
by selling the records. Brit he
doesn’t
t ,irn a furome
---
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more knock at SJS door to an
easier life.
On Ninth at.. where San Fernando at, makes an abrupt shy.
there is an automatic gate at
the entrance to an SJS parking
lot . . . almust automatic, that
Is. The gate still can’t tell who’s
whe. Sc,, they have to put otw of
the campus seeurity pence on
the island at the entrance. His
Job is to se,- that only people
bearing faculty parking permits
_get into the lot before 3 p.m.
GUARD AND MACHINE
The guard has an easter life,
as he plays big brother to the
machine, The unit, manufactured by the Western Systems
industries of Chicago, leases for
$115 a munth. When in full
operatioa, it will be able to distinguish between cash customers
and the credit -card-type without
a guard -helper.
The guard has a plastic erectit-casd-sized "kes" which he inserts into a special slot on a
control console on the entrance
side. Whets the card is shoved
all the way into the slot, the
gate swings open and admits
the car. As soon as the trunk of
the car clears the gateway, it
smashes shut.
Getting mg isn’t Sc, complicated, however. One drives to
the exit gate rend the barrier
swings upward and as you clear
it, it slams shut again.
TRU it Elt Steele\ N IsM
Them is even a lighted sign
Ott the gate that says "lot full"
when so many pairs of wheels
roll over the trigger mechanism.
After 3 p.m. the story is different. Then it is possible to enter the lot for 25 cents. ’the console accepts the quarter in lieu
of a "key" and opens the gate.
"When we get the gales into
operation. the ’key’ will he sold
for $13 to all faculty people
using the lot. ’then the guard
will he removed and the lot will
be patrolled to see that there
is no vandalism of the cars and
I hat the cars are tiroperly
parked," according to Ralph
Gough, chief of campus security.
rt seems that jolts for humans
are get ii tag fewer and fewer
and at the same thins more
complirat ed.

st 911.
run by L’OP etuderit
tier will also be performed hs
the v.-ind er wnhie, Mulder plays
horn in the ensemble, which is
conducted by Gordon Finlay,
UOP faculty member, for this
presentation.
Also programmed for the exchange recital are Vincent Bach’s
"Hungarian Melodies" and Bat-tubes Piano Sonata.
A trumpet solo of the "Hungarian Melodies" will be performed by Michael Vax with
accompaniment by Switzler.
Sv.itzler will be featured with
three movements from the Sonata, Allegro moderato, Somenuno e pesante and Allegro
The COP wind ensemble consists of two clarinets, three
trumpets, one horn, two trombones, one baritone, one tient
and three percussions.
Tonight’s concert is open to
the public without charge.

Kennedy Asks Aid
To More Economy
By WILLIAM J. EATON
WASHINGTON tUPD
President Kennedy yesterday
urged labor. business and the
public to forget political differences and help the administration get, the economy into high
gear. fie was immediately challenged by a business leader.
Opening a White House conference on national economic isSUPS,
Kennedy said he needed
support ftorn every group to
make the United States a
"model for the World."
Shortly after he spoke, J.W.
Kenner, president of the B.F.
Goodrich co., attacked the administration’s wage-price guidelines. He told the conference
they were impractical and unwise.
Said Kenner: The guidelines
"may hinder settlements, lead to
unnecessary strikes, or bring
about settlements not in the
longrange interests of the parties because it imposes non applicable national judgments
into local situations."
In a verbal jab at the President’s attack on the steel price
increase, Kenner said that government power should not be
applied to particular groups at
the discretion of federal officials.
GROWTH
The chief executive told about
260 delegates to the conference
that this rountry’s task is to try
to match ec ono MI C growth
achieved by France, West Germany and Italy and still avoid
inflation.
He specifically asked the conference to propose ways to halt
the flow of gold anti dollars resuiting from the U.S. balance
or payments deficit.
Kennedy said the nation needed advice on how to inake a free
economy work at full capacity.
Kennedy said that much of
the squabbling between labor
unions and management in collective btu-gaining could be eliminated if the country’s economy
was expanding at a faster rate
Firm. BLAKT
"If v.e can operate the economy at full blast," he said, slicing up the economic pie into
wages, profits and dividends
eould be much simpler.
Problems crop up, he said,
when plants are operating at 70
per cent of capacity and management differs with labor over
the division of itwome.
Kennedy also referred to reports that business confidence
was shaken by his action to halt
a steel price increase last
month. It was then that he said
the government wants full -ea irately economy
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UOP Music Fraternity
Presents Recital Tonight

Mg a llumateties c..
I I
Thursday at 7:30 pin. in Mitil.
Prelude and Fugue in C major
from Book I of Bach’s "Tempered Clavier" will open the recital. Other works programmed
!ire Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 10,
N. I, and Brahms’ Intermezzo.
Op. 76, No. 7, and Rhapsody in
E flat major.
Recipient of the 1961-62 Music
Teachers assn., Santa Clara
branch’s tuition scholarship.
Miss Bridges is a member of Me
Phi Epsilon, national music ’torunty.
The pianist is currently studymg violin with Miss Frances C.
Itobinson, associate professor of
music. and holds three superior
,..itings for solo from the UMersity of California festival.
A student of John 1>elevoryas,
.issociate professor of music,
sliss Bridges has also studied
with Mrs. Anne McClelland of
San Jose.
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QUEEN OF HEARTS

Humanities Club Concert
To Present Piano Student
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Trappist Monks
Construct Shelter
Cy AI.L.AN PRIAUIA
PIF’FARli. N.V. (UPI,- The
possibility of a nuclear attack
alai I he realization that
churches could not be spared as
they sometimes were in past
wars has prompted the Trappist
monks here to build a fallout
shelter.
The refuge, lying 20 feet underground near the main abbey
of Our Lady of the Genesee
Monastery. was built to accommodide all of the 60 monks in
Th.. cornrhuniry. It measures 40
611 feet.
i, no chapel in it, but
Wt 17:1%
prIlVitiPli cots for sleeppm pose-, and the things that
a, e
essary for preparing
food
said the Itt Rev. M.
Widter tielmstetter, the abbot
cat ttu
A ti other a Irbry spokesman’
s,,c1 the ,helier, which took two
cu u,lc 1,, complete, is the only
one in s Trappist nionestets
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Good Food
I. Our own Root Beer in joshed rigs plus quarts and
gallons.
2. Swift s Premium Burger, Hot Dogs, and Steaks.
3. Fast Service from 3 outside windows, one inside selfserve window, seating for 75 people.
4. New automatic vending machines.

Atmosphere
I. Old fashioned gas lights.
2. Sidewalk cafe.
3. Bubbling waterfall.
4. Rear Patio with that relaxful atmosphere.
Plenty of other surprises
Don’t forget our

come in and see.

other locat;on at 73th and Empire

Streets

(Across from Back, fro Park’

BENNY BURGER SPECIAL
(Good thru May 31

SIX OF OUR FAMOUS
SWIFT BURGERS
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Prof To Retire
After 45 Year

,ties, pr!,... .
. ,
Dr ,
of home economics and education
is retiring after 45 years of home
weenie-riles instruction. 28 of them
at San Jose State College.
Dr. Jones, a native of Gibbons Ida.. is a graduate of the
University of Seattle. has a master of arts degree front Columbia
university and earned her doctorate at the University of Southern
California in education in 1932.
Commenting on her years at
SJS. Dr. Jonc said the problem
she has faced most frequently is
that of students saying they have
not had time to do assignments.
’FOOLING AROUND’
"There is entirely too much
fooling around on this campus."
she said. ’Students say they study.
until 3 in the morning but usually
they don’t start their work until
midnight. If there were fe,aer
’party time activities, students
would get more accomplished "
The professor, who is also adviser to an SJS sorority, thinks
many students fail to realize how
detrimental this practice can be.
both to studies and to property.
"Water balloon fights are one
of the worst problems." she decider!. "There is damage done to
furnishings and buildings, and
school -community relation: certainly :trent helped when a car
is splattered a ith vvater While going down 11th st."
Dr. Jones said much of the problem would be eliminated if there

Annual Sr. Banquet
Set for Sunday
Tickets for Inc annua. Senior
Recognition banquet will be sold
through Wednesday. accordme to
Floyd Aydin banquet committee
member.
Sunday’s dinner will feature a
prime rib entree. Tickets cost S2
each and are available in the Student Affairs business office.
This year’s banquet will start
at 7 p.m. at Lou’s Village in San
Jose. Social hour begins at 5 pm.
The event is open to seniors and
guests only. The banquet honors
oil
s
s
"All seniors whether they are
rsolustins
.1Ine :.i.
gre
es...

S

,..;., ;,,,.,,. . s,, round campus
in which students could release
excess energy. She believes the
campus should have been moved

DR.

MARGARET JONES
. to leave SJS

to an outlying area years
-Of course, it is a little late for
such a move now." she added.
"Students are naturally energetic." she said. "but their energy
should be directed into constructive activity. Perhaps the solution
would be to establish more student groues invoked with the improvement and strengthening of
the college. Maybe student government could be expanded to fill
this need.’’ she suggested.
UNDERSTANDING
Dr. Jones also suggested that
.nter-Greek
understanding and
good relationships might result
from the occasional discussion of
mutual problems between presidents of fraternities and soroities.
"It’s a fine school, but there’s
alway-s. room for improvement."
commented the profess.or. "However, that is the job the younger
people have before them. Its their
responsibility now."
Dr. Jones’ teaching career includes positions as department
head at Alabama Women’s college
and Teachers college. Towson.
Mc,: city supervisor of home economics. Spokane. Wash., and supervisor of teacher training in
home economics at the University
of California at Los Angeles. She
cam.," to SJS in 1914 as head of
:he H. rue Economics department.
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Juvenile Books on Display
In Library Education Room
Most recent of the year’s new
juvenile library books air nine on
display in an organized, graded exhibit in the Education Reading
room, third floor, North wing, of
the college lthrarY,
Beginning at the kindergarten
I ee el and ranging through the,
ninth grade a total of 750 titles
,ire included. covering many areas
dt interest to children and parents.
The exhibit is open daily through
June 1.
Starting with the pictorial magic of the picture and easy books.
there are here-and -now stories.
stories of family and community
life, of other people and other
I a rids, mystery and growing -up
stories.
The display also covers books
about science: factual, informative
books about living things, the
space age, experiments and mathematics: about personal development, careers and guidance, the
arts and activities: about America today and yesterday. and the
world and its people.
tine feature of the exhibit in -

7.

Apartment Entran

Sunday Prowler
San Jose police are searching
for a slim Negro male, age unknown, dressed in brown cord
jacket and pants. in connection
with tveo weekend entries of San,
Jose State students’ apartments.
In each case sleeping students .
awoke early Sunday morning to
find the man leaning over them.
police said.
Sunday, at 6 am. the man entered a S. 11th St. apartment. then,
broke into a S. 10th at. apartment
a few moments later.
He fled on foot, east on San
Antonio st.. students told police.

Laotian Prince Ready
To Discuss Coalition

series of articles
Editors Not*. Follo.ing ’is first in
dealing sith a recent allegation by the FBI that American oolleg youth are easy prey for the Communist party
line. The tents *11 explore in 601 the feelings of
students at San Jose State
By TIM BARR
charges in "Masters of DeHoover
Edgar
J.
cell," that college students are susceptible to
Communist party propaganda. There is a massive Communist propaganda offensive, writes
Hoover, designed to win control of the nation’s
college youth.
Such ideas were refitted by a recent opinion
survey, when applied to San Jose State.
The largest single area of concurrency among
students was in the field of inability to identify
a Communist when they saw or heard one.
Students felt they did not know enough about
communism. But exactly how to learn more was
a controversial matter. Ideas ran from strong
NOs to just -as-strong YESs when the question
of bringing Communist speakers to campus was
raised.
By-product of the interview was the testimony of students as to the actual effectiveness
of campus politics in general. The group interviewed felt that this campus had a hard enough
time supporting student body and sham political
activities, let alone actively espousing communism.

QUOTES ARTICLE
LAOS !UPI:IPrince Souphan- lion commitments and had been
ouvore,t, leader of the pro-Commu- assured the Americans would not
In this month’s Campus Illustrated, a new
nist Pathet Lao rebels, proclaimed enter Laos.
national magazine aimed at the college student,
himself ready yesteiday to talk
U.S. FORCES ARRIVE
an article concerning a planned Communist infilwith his rival neutralist and proThe 5000-man American task
tration of United States’ college campuses. apWestern princes about a coalition force neared the end of its buildpeared.
government for Laos.
up in Thailand today just four
The prince coupled his state- days after the first Marines landThe article quotes FBI sources as saying
ment with a denunciation of ed in Bangkok.
college students are particularly gullible to ComAmerican troops movements to
munist suggestion because they are looking for
The Marines went quietly about
Thailand and accused the United their business of shoring up Thaia "cause- for which to fight.
States of "taking a new step in land’s resistance to communism .
Another quote from a Communist source says
their scheme to rekindle and ex- despite the barrage of propaganda
that students of America should join to help to
pand war in Laos"
from Peiping and Moscow.
wipe out monopolistic capitalism.
The prince’s statement was
U.S. Ambassador Kenneth Todd
At particularly liberal campuses, the townsbroadcast by the clandestine voice Young told newsmen in Bangkok
folk are certain the campus is infested with Reds.
of Laces radio and rebroadcast by Sunday that the American troops
They go so far as to demand local investigations
North Viet Nam’s IlLdio Hanoi. It would remain on Thai soil "so
of the problems they think exist.
was monitored in Toyko.
long as the situation remains conIt comprised the first direct fused, dangerous and a threat to
$ES NOT LIBERAL’
statement by the prince that he Thailand’s security."
is willing to resume negotiations
San Jose State, for some reason, has not gained
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushalthough several of his followers , chey. in a 4000-word communique
a reputation for being particularly liberal politihad said he would do so.
cally. It is strange too, for just 50 miles north
at the end of his Bulgarian visit.
PRINCES WILL MEET
are the supposedly notorious campuses of San
denounced the American move as
Souphanouvong said he we 1 - an "extension of the aggressive
Francisco state, and the University of California
corned the r..1 pc,5al of Prince . actions of the United States at Berkeley. Here, student groups form to hear
S ou van na Phouma, his half- against the peoples of Southeast
speakers eschew any political philosophy. Gus
brother and a declared neutralist, Asia."
Hall. the secretary of the American Communist
to convene a new meeting with
party was invited to speak and when the local
He did not mentim that Thaipro-Western Premier Boon Own land asked for the U.S. troops.
merchants threatened to withhold their financial
on the Plain of Jars.
"I declare that I am ready to
participate in that meeting with
the unswerving constructive good
will of the Neo Lao Haksat." he:
declared. Neo Lao Haksat is the
political arm of the Pathet Lao.
Snuvanna left Paris over the!
weekend and arrived in Burma
for talks with Gen. Ne Win,
chairman of Burma’s Revolutionary council. He planned to continue to Laos today to set up thel
meeting.
Ile did not appear nearly so
;wrturbed about the U.S. troops
movement to Thailand lie said ,
’le considered it in the light of
.s.’,111rnist
Treaty Organiza-

’Mixers’ Take First
In 12th All-College
Volleyball Tourney
came out first and second respeci
tively. in the 12th annual All Co liege volleyball tournament.
sanctioned by the board of college
recreation and staged by the P.ecreation 12.113 class.
The "Groaners- and the ’’Rec
Majors- came in third and fourth.
The Mixer team was made up
of Torn Kneeshasv. Ron Jarvis,
Charlie Swall. Karen Harvey..
Sharon King and Tafrey Rowe
The -Lovers" were listed as
Rieza Negti hat. Khosrow
darzi. Aschar Kashant Pass Navahpour. Nartie Booby Nancy Tynan, Lyn Spalding and Vicki Perko
The four teams played rotund robin rules for three matches. A
match eorsisted of two out of

.1814cata,

of the Berkeley YMCA I the
hired for Hall’s speech’, the manager o:tOy
"Y" repeated the right of his organization to
allow speakers of any group to present their
views, as long as it is in an academic pursuit.
But. in San Jose, very little of a
controversial nature happens. There at,
strations for longer library hours, and
atonal peace group campaign for supporters
in all. San Jose State is a quiet, non-polity
oriented campus.
STUDENTS POLLED
During the past week, students and fa
members were shown the FBI and the Comm
party statements and asked to comment. T
statements follow.
Alan Bilter. senior, English:
’’My main worry is that the administro
will not permit enough speakers to come or
campus. It really infuriates me. Students
to be exposed to all sides if they are
make a sensible evaluation for themselves.
"So far, I haven’t seen any Reds on carnal:.
Students go to political extremes by nature,
will accept a wild theory then. just as qui
will drop it for something else new they hear
While in Italy last summer. Bilter state.’
stayed at a youth hostel in Venice, and next
to the hostel was a meeting hall where there us.,
a big party going on. Bitter said beer and v.
were being served free, and all along the v
were hung hammer and sickle banners with ,
portraits of prominent Communist officials Bil.
ter said no attempt was made to lie,
read, discuss or sign anything of
nature.
PROBLEM IDENTIFYING
Richard Earle, senior, chemistry:
"There may be Communists on campus. but I
personally do not think there are any
lem with identifying commies thew’
Red-baiters and Red -haters mix lb.
for communism. I’ve seen and he:
Communists speak at Pershing pi
Angeles. and have attended Corn
in the Orient.
’ I remember our own state
take in 19-49 when, in an effo:
flict in Korea. they diverted v
troop clothing away from that .
neled it to Germany. This is a.
winter in Korea, our men were
uniforms.
NO COMMIE SPEAKEI1.*
"I don’t go for the idea t f h.,
speakers on campus because I’ve
in the field. I think I could tell yo,:
were going to say next. Of course ;
one talk if it were a part of a c’
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Mike Gibeau Nears
Frosh 880 Record
Mike Glheau lowered his own
freshman 880 record and came
within two-tenths of a second of
ohe national frosh record Saturday at Stanford when he ran third
to Jerry Siebert’s 1:48.5.
The old school mark was 1:52.6
which Gibeau set earlier this year.
Ills 1:50.1 put him behind Bobby
Seaman’s and Bill Rawson’s record
of 1:49.9.
Next Saturday at Mudeato
(iiheau will go all out in the
open 880 "to see what he can
do." aecording to e’uacts Bud
Winter.
competing in the 880 at Stanwith only three hours sleep
after Friday night’s Coliseum relays, Ben Tucker turned in the
best SJS time of the year when he
came in second to Siebert in
1:49.9.
The night before at the Coliseum In the mile run, Tuck er
stayed with the leaders for three
laps but was out-kicked at the
finish as Peter Snell, Dyrol Burleson and Jim Grelle all ran under
four minutes. Tucker ran a 4:10.2

Error Find Gives
USC Relays Tie
With SJS Spikers
An audit of point totals has
given the University of Southern
California a belated tie for first
place with San Jose State in the
intercollegiate division team
standings of the May 12 West
Coast Relays.
San Jose originally was credited
with 43 points to 424 for USC,
snapping a 16-year Trojan victory
string in the annual Fresno meet.
The revised totals showed each
school amassed 42’. points.

Vance Barnes twice defeated
California’s Gene Johnson in the
high jump. Johnson has been over
7-0 this season but couldn’t go
higher than 6-6% in the meets at
the Coliseum anti Stanford.
Barnes placed first at Stanford
with a 6-8’s jump and second at
the Coliseum at 6-8 1/4.
Freshman Dwight Middleton,
who took the 220 at Stanford at
21.5 and was third in the 100 at
9.8, will run in the open 440 at
Modesto Saturday. He has a best
of 47.6 fur the quarter.
The freshman team will run
In the open sprint medley relay.
The team will probably consist
of Larry Le Fall (440), Lloyd
Murat! and Dwight Middleton
(2205) and Glbettu (880)

The Spartans lost the crucial
half point on a recheck of the high
jump scoring, according to meet
officials. In additios, offsetting
clerical errors added a point to
USC’s total in the high jump but
Ed Burke will compete in the
subtracted a point in the broad
hammer throw at the relays. He
jump.
of 1923,-1X the school
The SJS tie for first, however, has a best
was Its best finish ever in inter- record.
Harry Edwards failed to com..allegiate relays meets.
pete at Stanford Saturday because
- - he broke a blood vessel in his
neck.
’55 VW SEDAN
5699
Freshman javelin thrower
’60 FALCON 2 -DOOR
Allan Phillips turned in his best
SEDAN
toss of his career Saturday
$1199
when he threw the spear 208-6.

’61 MONZA COUPE
51999

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(CLASS OF ’)iS
1199 SO. FIRST STREET
CV 2-7587

ieweeseenwsweveoweemenwwf

Ron Davis ran his best twomile of his career at Stanford
when he placed third with a 9:08.9.
Harry McCalla of Stanford won
the event with a 9:02.5. Jim Shettier of the Santa Clara Youth
hh.is see, ’rid ;It 9:11813

Spartana
CLASSIFIEDS
Expedition to Colombia-Panama. Share
Pot SALE
adventure, duties, expense. Free litera’56 Marc. Montclair, Stick. weds R&H. ture. airmail: Yacht FAIRW1NDS, Boo
WAS Good condition. 385 So, 10th. 1288A1, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.
1123. CV 4-2927.
Wanted: Riclors to Salt Lake City. Lease
Grit for
1956-1961. Good coed ing May 24, returning May 21. Phone
tion. CV 2-0468 after 3 p.m.
AN 9.1267
For Sale: ’53 Chevy. R&H. Call CH 8SERVICIS
8740. Ask for Nick.
manuscripts, etc. ReasonTyping-thesis,
Stewart-Warnor 0-6000 RPM tech 3 mo.
old. Cost $50.00, will take 05.00. 6 cyl., able rates. ES 74498.
12 volt for all compacts. Bob Motherly,
Expert typing service. Day or night. Call
OL 6-4552.
CL 8-4335.
’57 Renault, R -H, leather seats, large
rear tiros, WW, Abarth exhaust. $400 or Typing. My home. 1665 Moorpark (rear).
best offer. CV 2-9097.
CV 7.0207.
141 TR. Bonneville m’cycle. like now.
Complete. 8690. CV 4-5285.
Highest quality TAURUS 10 speed Ital.
un Derailer. Ercel. cond. CV 4-819 1.

John Lots, defending champion
of the Northern California match
play golf championships, quickly
eliminated his first two foes in that
tournament this weekend, winding
lup five under par at Silverado
country club in Napa valley.
He wW continue play in the
tourney Saturday In the quarter
finals against Jimmy Wiechers,
17 -year -old Los Altos prep
champion, and there is a strong
possibility he will wind up in the
finals Sunday against the same
foe he beat out for the crown

HITTING THE TAPE in a 21.5 220 -yard dash
victory is San Jose State freshman Dwight Mid-

dleton (right). Middleton nipped top sprinter
Bobby Poynter (not shown) for the Northern
California Invitational meet win Saturday at

100 Yards
220 Yards
440 Yards
880 Yards
Mile

Two Mile
5000 Meters
Steeplechase

440-Yard Hurdles
Low Hurdles
High Hurdles
Hammer
Discus
Javelin
Shot Put
High Jump
Pole Vault
Broad Jump
Hop -Step -Jump
Mile Relay

.
...

JIMMY OMAGBEMI
9.5
JIMMY OMAGBEMI
21.0
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
47.3
WILLIE WILLIAMS,
47.3
BEN TUCKER
BEN TUCKER
41:0493..69*
JEFF FISHBACK
9:03.2
JEFF FISHBACK
14:32.8
JEFF FISHBACK
9:03.9
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
51.8*
ANGELO HADDAD
23.4
TOM HARRISON ..
14.5
ED BURKE
192-31/2*
HARRY EDWARDS
179-1
DAN STUDNEY
247-V2
.. BARRY ROTHMAN
52-11
VANCE BARNES
6-10*
.BRUCE TURNBULL .
14-9
WALT ROBERTS
24-7V2
WALT ROBERTS
47-7Ih
(McCULLOUGH, PETE PETRINOVICH,
LYNN PETERSON, WILLIAMS) 3:10.1
(WILLIAMS, JOSE AZEVEDO,
RON DAVIS, TUCKER)
9:47.2

Thornton’s 4:08.4 timing Saturday night at the Southern California Junior College Track and
Field Championships bettered the
former national mark of 4:09 flat
set last year by Harry McCalla,
now at Stanford university. Fullerton’s Jan Underwood finished
close behind Thornton with a
4:09.9 timing.
Cerritos won the meet, held at
Cerritos in Norwalk, scoring
47 4/5 points. Mt. San Antonio
was second with 45 1/5, Long
Beach CC third with 39 and Pasadena fourth with 35. A total of
21 teams scored points.
Three meet records were broken
and two tied last Saturday in the
NCAA Pacific Coast Regional
Track and Field Championships at
Santa Barbara’s La Playa stadium. University of Nevada won the
meet in an upset over Long Beach
state,

Winton beat Ty Caplin. two aryl
one, and buy Bridges. seh en anti
six, on the 6615 yard CUiltlf+P.
John’s younger brother. Disk.
I will enroll sis a sophomore at
ton university this fail on a full

SJS Judoists
Split Tourney
Miler Peter Snell With All-Stars

Will Not Compete
In California Relays
New Zealand’s Peter Snell, the
world’s fastest miler, will not appear at Modesto’s California Relays on Saturday. New Zealand
AAU officials haven’t yet explained why Snell accepted invitations to run at both the Modesto
and Compton Relays and then
suddenly changed his mind, according to Modesto meet directors.
Snell defeated Dyrol Burleson
of Oregon Friday night in the
Coliseum Relays in Los Angeles
in the fastest mile ever run in the
United States. Snell clocked 3:56.1
to Binieson’s 3:57.9.
However, the absence of Snell
won’t destroy interest in the Modesto mile. Sub-four-minute milers
Jim Beatty and Jim Grelle are
slated to compete in the event.

IThree-Way Tie in Softball;
Trackster
Sought After Phi Sigma Kappa Suspended
By United Preys; Internatiorutl
It’s a good bet that most of the
college and university track coaches in the West were taking a long
look today at El Camino’s Mike
Thornton, the new national junior
college mile record holder.

In last year’s play, Kent Walton.
Winton finished off his first
Iwo opponents this ss eekend,
also.
Lutz, 21 -year -old Spartan sentin,
lion, blasted August Winter of
San Jose. six and five. MO RCM
Owen of Novato. four and Three.
rounds of pla) iit
inthLfirst
s era

Stanford. Others are (I. to r.) third -place Larry
Questad (Stanford), Keith Thomassen (SCVYV),
Phil Lamoreaux (Stanford), Jim Flemons (SJS)
and Jim Cheatham (SCVYV).

Varsity Season Bests

The national collegiate freshman -record in the sprint medley
is 3:20.9 set by California in 1955.
The Spartans have not run the
event this year but individual
times-Le Fall (47.9), Murad
(21.0), Middleton (20.9) and Distance Medley
Gibeau (1:50:1) -show that the
Spartans are capable of a 3:19.9, *-School record
one second faster than the record.
The .SJS varsity will run
teams in the distance medley
relay, where they have a best of
9:47.2; the mile relay (3:10.1);
the two-mile relay, and the 880
relay (1:27.8).

VIT.Y.-5

Lotz Seeks Trophy;
Brother to Houston

to place eighth, lie was timed at
3:02 for the first three laps.
Freshman Danny Murphy was
forced to drop out of the 5000meter run at the Coliseum when
he became sick. He had to stay
behind in Los Angeles due to a
high fever. :according to Winter.
The steeplechase water hazard at the Colisewn was placed
on the outside of the track Instead of the Wield thus making the course too lung. This accounted for the "slow" times set
In the race. George Voting the
winner was timed at 9:16.9 although he has done 8:30 or better in the past. SJS runner Jeff
Fishhook placed fifth at 9:38.0
although he has turned in a
9:03.9 this year.

ST’ lkitT $78

Sf,s’ ft? 19C2

Theta Chi moved into a threeway tie with Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Pi Kappa Alpha for first place
in the fraternity softball league
yesterday when Delta Upsilon forfeited its 1-0 Thursday victory
over TC.
DU used an ineligible man in
the game.
Phi Sigma Kappa was suspended from the league yesterday after it was discovered the
house had used an ineligible man
In that team’s game with Delta
Sigma Phi Thursday.
It was the Phi Sigs’ second infraction and Intramurals Director
Dan Unruh had warned all houses
that two infractions would result
in suspension.
The intrarnurals office’s plans
for the selection of an all-college
intramural athlete of the year
progressed yesterday when Unruh
and Charlie Clark, his assistant,
sent letters to organizations requesting their votes for the man
they think has participated in the
most sports and has excelled the
most in them.
The letters contained name
suggestions based on the off hoe’s
research on individual partici-

pation In the intramural% program at SJS. Organizations nill
vote on a first through tenth
place basis, but will not be able
to vote for men from their own
living center. Erwh group will
have one vote.
The intramural golf tournament
ends today. Scores will be turned
into the intramurals office, and
awards will be given to the low
medal and handicap scores.

San Jose State’s judo team won
the first round of competition
against the southern California
all-stars Saturday at Los Angeles
but lost the second round by one
point.
The Spartans took the first
round with a 77-74 win in the
single matches. In the second series, where each man competed
until he was defeated, San Jose
lost 125-124. No overall score was
kept.
Gary Newquist was the top
winner for the Spartans with
five wins and no defeats. He
won individual honors in the
tourney.
Newquist, going into the tour-1
nament, was a second-degree
brown belt holder. Due to his vietories over three "first-degree
browns" and TWO "first-degree
blacks," he was promoted to the
first-degree brown belt class.
Second place in the individual
standings went to Larry Dobashi
of San Jose who tallied four wins
and a draw in the tourney.
Dobashl, a third-degree brown
belt holder, threw four seconddegree brown belt men and was
promoted to second degree as
well as placing second in the
tourney.
San Jose took home the trophy
as winner of the first section a:
well as the two top individus!
trophies.
The Spartan judoists have completed their season. It was h
lighted by their victory in the tional Collegiate Athletic assn
championships at Colorado Spring,
The team lost only one match its season.

MALOLO PENNANT STRIPE in all over
print or with stripes at focal points.
’orange or blue combinations in am,
worthy 100% cotton. Whets or trachic
pants $8.95, torah 93.95.

S EM LUIEK2

CLIPPER STRIPE pullover deck shirt of
luxurious cotton knit with tone striping on
fmnt end % sleeves $7.95. Cotton lined
Hawaiian trunks $6.95 Color. of white/
blue. ’pewter/tin or beige/teupo

Dick, 19, attended San Nlaterr
junior college Ms year and is
recognized iaas one of the brighter
golfing prospects Olt the west
coast.
He wiyn If or. Alameda commuters tournament two years age
and was beaten out by his brother
for the title this year. He bus al.40
won the Oakland city championships and the State Fair tourney.
Combined with Homer() libinces
and NCAA champion Dick Crawford, Dick will help make Houston
one of the toughest golfing Powers
in the nation next year

DiMaggio Unknown
In ’Home of Baseba(l’

1.11.1 Joe laMagMOSCOW
gio, former ::ew York Yankee
baseball star, turned up unexpectedly in Moscow yesterday and
went unrecognized in the capital
of the country which clairms1 Ia
have invented the game.
DiMaggio said he had flewn: in
for a look at Siloscots dnrint.r
business trip to Western Europe.
.-v---.-’,---.-)

WEDDING GOWNS !
COCKTAIL DRESSES
I FORMALS
1/2 OFF OR MORE

Sales & Rentals
(WILL ALSO BUY)
Dressmaking & Alteration Service

i

THE MAD HATTER

4

II ann. -5 p.m. - Fri.
8 p.m.
SY 3-4446 9
I 37440 Fremont Blvd.

LEE,s SHBARBER
ALL HAIRCUTS

1.25
Open 9-7 Mon. -Sot., Sun, 9-4

68 E. San Fernando
Cina Block from Campus toward Tri.xi

SEA LANE bold color stripes Out smartly
of 100% cotton In combinations of
‘orange, blue or yellow Bottom bend
cardigan jacket 17.95 stop Hawaii.
With trunks $6.95.

Cotattut
(with an MI -American Look)

High-seas or pool-side, Catalina boldly splashes color on the waterfront scene
In swimwear created in the tradition... American as Apple Pie.

Typing - theses, manuscripts, reports,
editing. Reasonable. 293 3085.
Full fins, pay-part time work. College
men work 3 evenings and Saturday. earn
$50 to $125 per week. Phone 378-6383.

FOR RINT
HILP WANTED
2 bdrm. now opt. Furnished $100. Older
bachelor. I & 2 bdrms. from $40. 436
summe r. Select
Full/part-time
So. 6th St.. CV 4-0662 or AL 24337.
Male.
hours. Eatablain.:.: food rt. Top student
Ream end board, Summer and earnings ’61 $4700.00 plus scholarship.
MP"
Fall. Dec us food. CV 24278.
CV 74109.
Rostwil(s Apt. Furnished 1 bedroom &
LOST & POUND
two bedrooms. Summer end Fell. Water
& garb. pd. 420 So. 7th. CV 7-1529.
P der. Call
Science Bldg 228
WANVID
Girls(s) to share apt. for summer. State’ -a, therada. Call CV 7-3499.
Tee roommates to share apt., with pool,
9..’"9 June 15. Call Jos or Bill, CV 72192
_
Garage -to afore auto during summer
Mile. CV 8.5310
TRANSPORTATION
Riders to L.A. and return this weekend.
VW-Chimp! CV 24034.

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Erik the Red had no choice -but Vitalis with V-7
will keep your hair neat all day without grease. \Malls
Naturally. V-7 is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitalis6
with V-1o) tights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness
keeps your hau Deal all day without grease. Try Vtlalis today! trsirisri

MALOLON OUTRIGGER ’ticket of Cr....
resistant woven cotton with giant zip and
hemp trim There’s an outrigger embroi
dared on locket BB 95 metering trunks
$7 95 In oxen’s. gold, lime or blue

MALOLOT PORT 0 CALL paisley stripe
printed luxurious cotton beach shirt $6 95
over rowium length cotton Hawaiian trunks
56 95 Color combinetions of brown or
’green to choose from

Catalina. Inc.. Los Angeles, Calif , Another Fine

MALOLO0 MIDSHIPMAN, bonded with bald
trim In ’white. natural pewter ot navy
Windworthy Jacket of 100% cotton gab
$7 95 Hosailan Imes Lesley cord truoks
of acetate. cotter end rubber $5 95
44Nrid

Kayser Roth Product.

6SPARTAN DAILY
Tuesday, May 22, 1962

WAVE Officer
Here Today
The WAVE recruiting officer
fiir noethern California. IA Nancy
I.. Denton, will be on campus today in the NAVCAD van to answer questions pertaining to enlistment in the WAVE officer
pmgram.
To qualify as an officer, a young
woman must be a U.S. citizen.
between the ages of 20 and 27 and
a college graduate. College juniors
may apply for this program.
The active duty enlistment for
the WAVE is two years. folk’s,
ing a 16 -week training course at
Newport. R.I.
For further information about
the WAVE program, the Navy recruiting station. 104 Valley Fair.
2801 Stevens Creek rd.. may be
cont acted

Spartaguide
roDAY
Epsilon Eta Sigma, election ot
officers, cafeteria room B, 3:30
;p.m
chriatbut Relent* ontaithatiou.
meeting. Memorial Chapel, 7 p.m.
Phi Mu Alpha tainfonlia concert,
Concert Hall. 8:15 p.m.
Women’s Recreation maw, archery. WC. patio, 4:15 p.m.: badminton. liVG 23, 7 p.m.: bowling. WG
patio. 3:30 p.m.; tumbling, W021,
110 p.m.
Baptist Student union. meeting,
Memorial Chapel, 3:30 p.m.
Lutheran Student assn.. meeting C.unpus Christian center, 10th
and E San Carlos sts., 7 p.m.
Extramural sports, tennis, courts
on S. 10th st. 4 p.m.
Pistol tram, meeting. 220 N.
Second st., 2:30.4:30 p.m.
Real Estate and Insurance club,
meeting. Pioneer Investors Savings and Loan assn., 55 W. Santa
Clara at.. 8:15 p.m.

TOalORROW
Women’s Recreation an., Or.
chests, NV(110 7 p
t ball. %VG
field, 4 15 p yr.
Immmg. WG
pool, 7 p m

Tickets Go on Sale
For Beach Party
Today in Cafeteria

SJS Library Displays ’Job Interviews
Unique New Globe

Job Intrviews will be held in ph.
Placront oflicts, Adro234, unless
c;fled otherwise. Appointment Ian op..
oft
put out in salvanco of it,. intitoriess.
Students re roguastod to sign up sang.

Backus. college
The Naval Aviation intotoustion
librarian,
team from the U.S. Naval Air RP.
I Fundamental in the use of this serve Training unit,
Alameda. will
! globe is the concept of space and be on campus until
Friday T ii ex time it gives to the observer. He plain careers available
to rollege
can tell which direction the earth men RS naval officers.
There will
i is traveling, tell where the sun is be a display van in the
art arcade
’ shining, tell the changing seasons, from 10 a.m. until
3 p.m. every
the change-of-date at midnight day.
A small electric motor, at the and the international date Line. A
Indoctrination flights will be
south pole, turns the earth exactly class marking pencil can be used
one revolution in 24 hours. The to indicate additional and out- givTnhacalhlsepiligisllheoocalndthisdtarite:.: pte.
outer globe is an imaginary celes- I standing celestial bodies. Also, orlaitYADS
E
N
EW
bital
flights
canD
be marked.
sphere on which are marked
The globe is currently displayed
major constellations . prime meriin the General Reference reading mentary, junior high and high
dian, international date line and
school teacher candidates.
first floor of the
several other important markings room on the
will be per.
-The Star-Terrestial globe North Wing. Later it
Among the more common sTatic
manently housed in the Science electricity
shows clearly the relationship becollectors are re:arnica
tween the earth, the sun and the, and Technology reading room, ac- plastics, synthetic textiles, silks
and woolens.
stars as it appears to us." accord., cording to Miss Backus.

ars recently
The &IS
The annual Fiessh-Soph mixer
will be a beach party Sunday. Tqueirresned tiaal 20;oinch Farquhar StarI be The globe is
Extramural sport., badminton. They will be on sale today and
a smaller globe repin
that
uniqup
tomorrow
in
front
of the Cafeteria
WG23, 4:30 p.m.
resenlittg the earth is revolving
from
9.30
a.m.
to
4:30
p.m.
NVIVIIIILD club, Theological base.
celesTransportation will be private within a larger transparent
ball game. Newman hall, 79 S.
Fifth at.. 8:30 p.m.
cars, travelling caravan style. Cars tial globe.
El Carrillo ( ast..narto,
party plains. 115 7 i p

beach

Home Economies department. will leave from the front of the
banquet, faculty dining room. 6 Music building on Seventh st. at
1 pm.
psn.
Activities will include the traditional tug-of-war. The Frosh-Soph
NO SUN LAMP!
shield will be presented to the
NEW YORK !UPI -- A Forest class having the largest attendBills, N.Y., beauty salon features ance at the beach party.
For additional information, conhairdryers with built-in stereotact freshman officers Jack Perphonic music and television earkins, CY 4-0941; Larry Ferrario,
phones. The shop’s chairs, under CY 4-2927; or Adviser Dr. William
dryers, vibrate.
Tidwell, Ext. 2419.

(for in -ring

throwing)

fin
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ROOSATKINS

First at Santa Clara

mmii l tha:tain

11
$1 I
for
ma
cot
fur
AS

7.95.
First, figure out not only
what kind of job you’d like,
but what kind you’re best suited for. Do you like people?
Maybe you should try selling.
Or maybe you’d prefer a behind.
the -scenes occupation. Many
men are happily engaged thusly
and profitably. Finding out
is easier than you think, with
professional aptitude and interest tests. Seek one out,
many are free.

S.
cipt
mak
thr
for
to
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No one, especially the
young businessman, can
consider himself well dressed without a hat.
Choose one or both of
these flattering new
Dobbs Ivy numbers.
Neat, narrow brim felt
Or a new
at 11.95.
Dobbs straw in three
different crown styles,

Many are the ways to succeed in
business with or without really
trying. You could be a bonus
rookie with the Giants. You
could start another Playboy.
You could, well...those things
take talent and/or capital. But
there are some things you can
do to make job hunting easier
and more productive.

VO

lid

YOUR
NEW HAT

11011,t0 get a job in
the business world and...
marry the boss’s daughter

411

seshtlut
co

th
as

Your Businesslike Ivy Suit with Vest

Sri
le

YOUR FRESH
The resume. Whether you
are applying in person or by
letter, you’ll need a brief,
well-prepared resume - a rundown on your background - your
scholastic and extracurricular
achievements, your working experience (last job first), any
special skills. Just the facts
please, no embellishments.
Have it professionally typed,
and include a small photo of
your smiling self for remembr
ance value when you call.

3

Ready? Go! Here, the
magic word is contacts, the
more the better - your friends,
teachers, school counselors,
anybody. The more people that
know you’re looking, the better
the odds. Another thing. Don’t
overlook learning simple, usable skills, like typing or run.
ning office machines. They can
be a door opener because you
know something they can use,
now.

Your linen, Sire..
a supply of tradiThe interview. Send your
4
resume first, with a covering
letter. Wait a day or so, then
phone for an appointme.
get some turndowns, of course,
but most businessmen are glad
to talk to job seekers if, that
is, you make a gcod impression,
are courteous, and somewhat informed on their business. Remember, they’re not as interest.
ed in /?ou as in what you can do
for then:.

PS Now that

you’ve got the
job and engagement to the pros..
ident’s lovely daughter is only
a matter of time, remember that
stalwart, dependable Roos/Atkins
started you on the way. Remember too, that R/A stands ready
to help you further your career
with appropriately correct
clothing, from opening day to
your retirement banquet. And
One more thing...good lucks

-,ional ivy-styled
;ant of New Haven
3hirts. Fashioned
from superb cotton
Dxford cloth in
lustrous white or
..0(2,1 blue, trim
7-atton down collar

.95

YOUR OWN
SUPERCHARGE
The only way to
buy -what you need
when you need it
(like for job
hunting) and take
a long time to
Simple!
pay.

Is

f,

A good-looking new suit

will do wonders for your esprit
when making those office calls, especially when it’s one
of R/A’s trimly -tailored, authentic Ivy models in dark
Welt seams, narblue -black, the season’s newest shade.
Matching vest
row lapel, hook vent, tapered trousers.
A notable value at but 59.50.
for your Phi Bete key.
Other suit selections at R/A:
49.90, 59.90, 79.90.
rMI

y()I-I1 ;MINING
.CXYRIP)VANS
Wrli Thin, -.rim and most
iptpv,er complimentary to your
1-41""" new suit.
Stock up
at. 2.50 and 3.50.

TiEs

Look at your shoes Nothing
he will:
like the impression
of rich, polished
Choose
Cordovans.
from 22.00 to 40.00

